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(Continued from page 1)
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Scabbard And Blade
chemistry department, Will at- University in Agricultural EcoAt Annual Convention tend the Fourth Annual Work- nomics.
Dr. Miles os a member of the
At the last meeting of the Scab- shop on General Chemistry at
bard and Blade W. L. Bross of Pennsylvania State College June Southern Economic Association,
Greenwood was selected as the 10-20. This is a meeting of chemis- The American Farm Economic
delegate to attend the Scabbard try professors in the eastern states. Association, a Mason, and a
Dr. 3\ G. Dinwiddie, associate Sunday School teacher and trusand Blade convention held on
November 19, 2,9, 21, in Cincinna- professor of chemistry, will work tee of the Clemson Methodist
this summer at Clemson under the Church.
ti, Ohio.
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Atomic Energy Contract on meMeans
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They're all yours.
*
tor.
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Congratulations to Class of '53

Two Great Changes Have Taken Place
At Clemson In The Past School Year

To you, the Class of 1953, we extend our congratulations
upon the completion of your career here at Clemson.
You are entering a crucial period of your life. The
world, in its state of chaos, and unrest, is lookjng to you for
its leadership in the years to come.
The goal to keep ever before you -is to keep informed
on the situation of the world, to take advantage of every
opportunity to increase your knowledge, and to live each
day to the fullest with Christian ideals as your standards.

By Carroll Moore

Why Study When It's
Much Easier To Cheat
Why study when it's much easier to cheat? This, unfortunately, is the philosophy of more Penn State
students than college disciplinary action indicates. Last semester's mass final exam sale illustrated how far some
students will go for a grade.
Everybody talks about cheating, but few do anything to
stop it. The number of cheating cases going before the college (disciplinary committee is ridiculous in comparison to
the amount of cheating which does go on.
That only a few cases are heard each year is no testimony to Penn State student honesty. Rather, it has become
a testimony that students get away with cheating.
If the student body put as much time on the books as
it does in devising methods to outsmart the prof, much
cheating would be unnecessary. Students use anything
from formulas on the slide rule to tapping the foot three
times . . . Those who haven't got honesty at least have
genius/—of a type.
Contributing to the problem is laxity or indifference on
the part of many proctors. Even a comparatively honest
student will take a sidelong glance if he thinks he can get
away with it. It is distressing when even the elementary
effort is not effectively performed.
A student evaluation of cheating woukflhow one outstanding thing: Not to cheat may cost a grade, and that
grade may cost a draft deferment. This is a powerful stimulus to cheat . . .
To tell students cheating mocks education, and to wave
the banner of idealism, is not the answer to the cheating
problem. The student who cheats is not much concerned
over mocking education.
One solution to the cheating problem might be elimination of exams. Another might be tighter exam regulations.
It is probably too much to expect to educate students
to honesty before they enter college.
From the Daily Collegian, Pennsylvania State College.

It's Been A Great Year;
AF Determents Are Cut
*

By Alan Cannon

PUT ON YOUR OLD GRAY BONNET
The Tiger is celebrating its 46th anniversary this week. You know, 46 year is a
pretty long while when you think about it.
That was before the first car was* made
commercially or the first airplane took its
spread to the blue. ' I never realized that
this paper was that old. I'd like to say
HAPPY BIR'I'HDAY and I hope that The
Tiger has another 46 years as progressive as
the past 46.

JUNIOR-SMUNIORS
In another couple of weeks a lot of us
boys will be reporting to strange, insect infected army camps throughout the land for
that all-important summer training. Take
myself for instance—I am reporting to the
hottest d—t— hole in the south, Camp GorFar-reaching plans for state and nation-wide educational don. I understand that last year the temtelevision coverage are still moving ahead, despite abrupt perature hit 116 degrees in the shade. If
my calculations are correct that ought to
setbacks by state legislatures in recent weeks.
The second college-operated TV channel in the country be about 160 in the sun.
Can you live through it? The boys last
is scheduled to go on the air this month in Houston, Texas.
year
did, and, so they tell us, we can too.
The station—KUHT—will be run by the University of HousI've
always
heard that the Signal Corps had
ton and the Houston Independent School district.
the
best
and
the worst camps in the nation.
The only college channel now telecasting is WOI-TV at
If
Gordon
is
anything like I hear it is, then
Iowa State College, Ames.
I can well agree with it.
-h.
The Houston station will broadcast from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
five days a week. Most of the time will be taken by the GOING MY WAY?
In another week you'll be hearing that
university. Students will be used in both the programming
and technical operation of the channel. To cut costs, art saying quite a lot.. The year is all but over.
majors will design scenery and music students Will provide It's been a hectic 9 months but also a great
9 months. Looking back I can think of a
live music.
Meanwhile, the Joint Committee on Educational Tele- lot of great times I've had.
vision (JCET) reports from Washington that 25 applications
I believe this has been one of the most
for reserved educational channels have so far been filed surprising years I've had here at Clemson.
with the Federal Communications commission. Fifteen (of In a way (I really don't know' what way).
I hate to see the year end. (It might we'll be
these) have been granted construction permits.
In addition, nine educational organizations have applied
for non-reserved commercial channels, and five have been
given permits to start building.
FCC Chairman Paul Walker has indicated the deadline
imposed on educational groups to show progress toward
getting TV established may not be as strict as was first
By Bruce
supposed.
The commission last June allocated 242 channels for IMPRESSIONS OF NEW YORK non-commercial, educational use only, with the understandRecently it was my good fortune to make
ing that by June 2, 1953, the FCC would re-evaluate the the trip to New York with the Senior Planeeds of the educators. It was felt that, because of pressure toon. I was impressed, as I suppose every
from commercial applicants for the reserved channels, the tourist is, with the bigness of it. From
commission would close the door to non-commercial TV. listening to one of the tour guides talk, one
Brave—and unhurried—plans were drawn,up in almost would gather that New York has either
every state. New York, Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsyl- the largest or the second largest of everyvania, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Illinois, Wisconsin, thing in the world. And when you take a
Minnesota, Iowa, Washington, Utah, Tennessee, Oregon, look armound, it is not difficult to believe
Kansas and California rushed proposals for state educa- that this is true.
tional TV networks to their legislatures.
The view of Manhattan from the 86th
But in practically every instance they were rebuffed floor observation platform of the Empire
in their requests for funds. In most cases, however, an State Building is remarkable. The maze of
advisory commission or authority was established and given steel and concrete rises like a jungle out of
the power to apply for channels.
the black asphalt, towering over the unConstruction permits have been granted to Ohio State believably tiny mechanical and human trafUniversity, University of Southern California, Kansas State fic which scurries along the ground like
College of Agriculture and Applied Science, Michigan State ants between cornstalks.
'
College, University of Missouri, Harding College (Searcy5j
At rest alongside the great docks on the
Ark.) and Cornell University, as well as to the city and Hudson River side of the island lay the two
state educational groups.
largest ships in the world, England's
The Board of Regents of New York has received per- "Queen Elizabeth" and our own new liner,
mits to build six stations, and the state board of education the "United States". I am not sure about
of Connecticut has gotten three.
the relative sizes of -these ships. The
Applications for channels have been made by Georgia "United. States" is now the fastest in the
Institute of Technology, University of Notre Dame, Loyola world, and it may have surpassed the
University and Port Arthur ■ (Texas) College.
"Queen" in size as well.
Last week the University of Michigan board of regents
An aspect of the city which left me with
authorized a TV application for that institution and made a rather empty feeling was the appearance
preparations to buy equipment and remodel a building to of the famous entertainment places. Fabuhouse the station.
lous nightspots such as the Stork Club and
What the FCC does on June 2 will determine the future the Copacabana are marked from the exof educational TV. It will go over all television allocations terior only by a small canopy over the sideon that date; it may re-reserve the channels now set aside walk and the simplest example of the sign
for education, or it may not.
painter's art. None of the life, laughter,
"Educational television has made progress this year," and gaiety that throbs within is apparent
Ralph Steetle, executive director of JCET, said. "There will to the observer on the outside. The Metropolitan Opera House, of worldwide rebe time for the completion of good nlans."

Educational T. V. Is
Still Moving Ahead

Thursday, May 28,1953

because I have to go to summer camp or
that! I have to go to work—those ought to
be reasons enough).
One thing for sure, the end means an
expose—who is that character behind the
false face called OSCAR? For a lot of boys
that will be a long anticipated surprise.
I hope Oscar has a fast get-away car
waiting somewhere for he'll surely need it
with all the guys he's gonna' have crawling
down his back. Pity Os has to stay around
for exams.
MY LAST NEWS ITEM
The wild blue boys have a wonderful
surprise in store for their boys. I hear the
Air Force has had a cut-back in their department quota. This will mean that a lot
of youse guys will be trying to get into the
Army ROTC pretty soon.
However, the word is that the Army
won't be greeting you'with open arms. They
believe (and rightly so) that everyone had
a chance to get into their field and those
that turned it down have to stew in their
own juice.
WHY DO THEY HAVE TO GO
AND RUIN IT
In a paragraph above I mentioned something about this being a great year. I think
that I should have said it this way. It would
have been a great year except—toose darn
chicken-hearted corporals and sergeants
bucking for rank next year are making it
uncomfortable for everyone.
Hey boys, let me tell you a thing or two.
If you're going to get the rank you'll get it.
You don't have to knock yourself out trying
to make the goal.

A Tourist's Impressions Of Huge
New York; Finds It Hot And Hurried
Parrish
nown, gives the outward appearance of a
huge barn, and. a rather' decrepid one at
that. It is as if the social and cultural life
of this great metroplis had been swallowed
up ir>the surging tide of feverish business
activity.
Everything and everybody seems to move
with almost desperate haste. While eating
dinner .in an automat one day, two men
successively joined me at my table, sat
down, ate (perhaps I should say gulped),
and took their leave before I had finished.
I'm no chow hound, either. Up there I
couldn't afford to be. No wonder they have
ulcers!
s
WHO TURNED UP THE
THERMOSTAT?
With the temperature hovering around
the century mark, there has been little
relief this week for sweltering cadets
struggling through the sweat as they try to
study for exams. It got so bad that the two
upper porches of second barracks have been
converted into airy bedrooms in an effort
to escape the severity of the heat wave. The
swimming facilities in the surrounding area
would certainly be overflowing with troops
if it weren't for the exam schedule coming
up. In spite of that dire foreboding, had
there been a bugle at Oconee State Park on
Sunday afternoon, a nice sized retreat formation could have been held.
And now, since this is our last edition
for this school year, let me wish to one and
all the best of luck on exams and the best
of good times this summer. Se y'all next
fall!!

CHOPPING OUT; GPR STANDARDS
RAISED
This past school year has witnessed two
great changes in Clemson College that have
affected every student enrolled in some
way. The freshmen missed the fun that
former freshmen have enjoyed during the
reign of old-time rat service and at the
same time received a low blow by the
change in the grade point ratio standards
recently set.
I don't care how much the subject of
chopping is discussed and what points are
brought out I, and many others, will never
beconvinced that the present day freshman
at Clemson College receives the enjoyment
of being a "rat" that freshmen in the past
have enjoyed. I think that almost every
student that was a freshman previous to
this year will quickly agree with me that
under the chopping system there was more
upperclassmen-freshman relationship, and
at the same time it was on a friendly basis,
and more fun for both parties. Freshmen
knew the upperclassmen and the upperclassmen knew them. Now it is a rarity if
an upperclassman knows as many as half
the rats on the company. Under the old
system, more friends were made, more fun
was had, it made men out of boys, and it
made Clemson a better school in every way.
Bring it back!
As for the change in the grade point system, wth me it goes over like a lead balloon.
When Clemson upped its scholastic standards by raising the grade point ratio system, they, at the same time, brought about
a feeling in the student body that a standard
had been set which could not be reached
by the average student. Surveys have
proved this is true.
Many articles have been printed oppos-

ing the new changes, hoping that some revision will be made. Unless the students
continue to stand up for what they believe
is right by making their ^objections known
to the proper sources, things will remain as
they are and future students will suffer
from these same two mistakes that we have
witnessed this year.
STUDENTS SHOULD EXPRESS
THEMSELVES
Once we lose our freedom of the press,
the loss of our other freedoms will soon
follow and we will enter into a totalitarian
state. Students should take advantage of
the opportunities offered them in the student newspaper. This editorial page is devoted to what the Tiger staff feels is the
student opinion. It is supposed to express
the gripes and compliments of the students,
and the changes that should or should" not
be made for the betterment of the school.
We hope that next year the students will
feel free to present their problem to the
Tiger for publication on this page.
Last week I heard a student remark that
The Tiger sure fell down on the job when a
certain Clemson tradition was outlawed. I
made the same reply to him that I have
made to you in this column. It is up to
you, as students, to see that the Tiger staff
receives your opinions on changes being
made and present them, hoping for a
change.
This is your paper, take advantage of it.
HAPPY SUMMER
It will be a welcomed rest for all of us.
Make good use of these three months that
you do have, because you know what the
other nine will be like. Have fun.

Tough Private Eye
Candy-Stealing Racket
My name is Percy Sylvester Notinghouse. I'm a tough, rawbone
private eye. Really, I am. If you
don't believe me let me relate
my story.
I way lying in bed in my dingy
one room flat about two weeks
ago when I was rudely awakened
by a dearening pounding at my
door. I crawled out of bed trying
to remember a few appropriate
curse words that we rawbone
private eyes use on such occasions.
Failing to think of any, I reached
for a cigarette. I inhaled deeply.
My head started swimming and I
threw up all over the place. I
never can get used to those things.
I took a swig- of Scotch. Before I could pick myself off the
floor four bullets pierced the
door and whined across the
room.
*
Later when I woke up she was
standing over me, her buck teeth
grinning. It was a big fat grin
which almost closed her hollow
sunken eyes. She smelled just like
she had spent the night in a fertilizer warehouse.
"Are you a detective," she hissed and kicked me in the teeth.
I spat the blood from my mouth
and said, "I'm a tough rawbone
detective, Really I am."
She kicked me in the teeth
again. "Boy, you are beautiful,"
I said. Let's go to some romantic
spot and be alone for a while."
"My name is Lili, and I need
help." She was a blonde with
her wig on and bald with it off.

By Harold Owen
"Joe, the masher has been moving in on my syndicate, and I
need someone to run him out of
town."
"My dear lady," I retorted, "exactly what is your business." .
"Well," she hissed and took a
swig from my Scotch bottle:—
goodness the fumes were stiffling
—"I had a monopoly on the candy-stealing-from-kids business until the Masher moved in and now
I have to run him out of town.
I'll give you 18 cents a day and a
lick from each lollipop you can
get. Do you want the job?"
"Oh goodness, gracious yes," I
shouted. It wasn't the "fantastic
sum of money or the beautiful
lady that astounded me, but it
was my love for lollipops that
made me jump at the opportunity.
"All right, get busy," she said
and left. A minute la er she returned and added, "Report to me
at Joe's brewery hall tonight at
8." Then she parted my hair on
the wrong side wi h her .45.
About an hour later I spied
my first victim, a two-yearolder with a lollipop dangling
from his back pocket.
With all the courage of a ungle
lion I ambled up to him and said,
"Gimme that lollipoy."
I could vaguely distinguish the
word, "No", as I found myself
sailing through the plate glass
window of a nearby store. Before
I could defend myself again the
kid walked up and kicked me in
the side. I heard two ribs crack

The

He kicked me in the teeth and
left cursing.
Before I could find my next
victim it was time to meet Lili
at the brewery hall. I stopped by
the hospital for another transfusion.
The hall was crowded as I
entered. I thought about lighting
up a cigarette but the thought
made me sick so I forgot it.
Lili was in the cbrner daintily
sharpening her teeth with a file.
She stopped and then started curling the hair on her legs. She was
just as beautiful as I had remembered her iri the morning.
Before I could get over to her,
up walked a big burly gentleman
who looked as if he wanted to
start a conversation.
"Are you Percy Sylvester Notinghouse, the tough rawbone detective," he said.
Realizing that so many people
knew and feared me filled me
witfe pride, and I answered, "Yes,
I am. Really I am."
With that he rammed his fist
in my face and when he withdrew it four teeth fell to the
floor. Then as I keeled over, he
kicked me in the side and three
more ribs cracked. He kicked me
again and again. Lili was in the
corner laughing.
Joe kept kicking and punching,
Lili kept laughing, and my ribs,
kept cracking.
Then all at once\Joe stopped
kicking and punching and fell on
(Continued on page 7)
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Job Outlook For 19S3 Graduates Excellent
Unemployment At Postwar
Low; U. S. Economy High
The main forces responsible for our present high production and employment are consumer purchases, new construction, and Capital investment in new plants and equipment.
All of these forces are operating at the highest levels in
operating at the highest levels in
our history and are likely to continue so for a number of months
to come. A further incentive is
provided by the demand for military goods and equipment for national defense. Such expenditures
have been at a record high for
peacetime, but are scheduled to
edge downward within the foreseeable future.
It is traditional for Americans
to look upon military service as
an interruption of their civilian
lives, but this service can provide significant vocational and
educational opportunities. You
may therefore wish to consult
the latest editions of a number
of official publications on the
vocational and educational opportunities offered by the armed
services. Thesie are available at
local recruiting offices.

fields as: home economics, girl's
health and physical education,
agriculture, industrial arts, and
certain physical sciences. The
demand for high school teachers
is expected to rise slowly over
the next several' years and will
reach extremely high levels near
the end of the decade.
Salaries for teaciiers continue to
increase. Average salaries for all
classroom teachers for 1952-53
were about-$3,400 with 13 percent
averaging $4,500 or more. Average
salaries of more than $4,000 were
received by teachers in New York,
California and .Deleware; lowest
average salaries were in some
Southern States and States with a
high percentage of rural schools.

Attends
To College Seniors- U.S.DA Extension Service Brown
Textile Meet
What of Your Future Observes, Fiftieth Year
It has become a spring custom
for the Secretary of Labor to advise college seniors of the job opportunities which await them upon
completion of their collegiate
work. It is therefore with pleasure,
that I take this opportunity to
congratulate you upon achieving
one goal in your career. I also extend hearty- welcome to those of
you who will join the men and
women of the nation's labor force
and begin working toward sue
ceeding goals;
Some of you will go on to do
graduate work in your chosen
field. For most of you, however,
your bachelor's degree will mark
the completion of (your formal
education. Many of you will face
a period of military service. What
ever you do now, it would be
profitable to develop' a Vocational
plan for your future, if you have
not already done so. Such a plan
should be based upon the relationships between your own in>
terests, abilities and training, and
long-range economic opportuni
ties. Your first postcollege job,
your graduate work, or your military service, as the case may be.
should fit into that plan and advance you along ypur chosen path

274 Clemson

First Demonstration Conducted Near Terrel,
Texas; Marks Beginning Of Farm Service

Dr. Hugh M. Brown, dean of
the School of Textiles, is attending
the meeting of the South Carolina
Cotton Manufacturers that is being held at Sea Island, Ga., May
28-30.
- Following the first general session on Friday morning,
Dr.
Brown will attend a meeting of the
J. E. Sirrine Textile Foundation,
At that time he will make his
annual report to the foundation
concerning the use of their aid
to the Textile School.

are expected to rise again to about
22,000 in 1955 and 29,000 in 1956
The first USDA conducted farm demonstration was
(Continued on page 3)
(assuming continuation of present
started
on the farm of Walter C. Porter near Terrell, Texas,
Sherard Simpson, Jr., Richard
Selective Service student defer
John
Sobocinski,
John
David
on
February
26, 1903.
ment policies). However, many of
Wertz.
the new graduates of the next few
The establishment Of this dem- more commonly spoken of as exGeneral Science: Jonathan Hoke onstration is considered to be the tension work.
years will enter the Armed Forces
Murphree.
upon graduation. Therefore, the
beginning of farm demonstration During the fifty years since this
Industrial Physics: John Rawls, work in the nation, and its startshortage of engineers is expected
demonstration was started, the
Jr.
to continue for a number of years.
ing date is being used as the basis work has grown to the point where
Pre-Medicine:
Eugene
MiddleChemical, e>ectrical, and mefor obsevance of the fiftieth an- extension service assistance is achanical engineers will continue
ton Baker,' Jr., Richard Mitchell niversary of the establishment of
vailable to every farmer in the nato find employment mainly in
Carter, James Davis Connor, farm demonstration work.
tion, and many foreign countries Miss Graham Serving
manufacturing industries, while
1
Charles Calhoun Corley, Jr., Ralph On 70 acres of this farm, Mr.
have already established exten- On Library Committee
Federal, State, and local governStrong Howard, III, Arthur Porter demonstrated crop liversision services or are in the process
ments will employ the largest The U. S. Civil Service CommisCleveland Hutson, Jr., John Ed- f] cation and improved culture acMiss Cornelia A. Graham, colof do ing so.
sion reports that the pressing
number of civil engineers.
ward Mafpr, James Douglas Quar- cording to instructions from Dr.
lege librarian, was named recentneeds of Federal agencies are in
South
Carolina
has
been
a
pioles, Mitchael Cunningham Wat- Seaman A. Knapp, who in 1902
ly as chairman of the committee
scientific and technical positions
neer state in the development of on nominations for the Pure and
son,
Walter
Kimsey
Wood.
was
appointed
by
the
Chief,
BurDemand for personnel in most such as engineer (various branchfarm demonstration work.. In 1907
SCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY
ean of Plant Industry, USDA as Dr. Knapp visited the state and Applied Sciences Section of the
of the natural sciences has in- es), physicist, metallurgist, cartCollege and Research Division of
Chemistry: Samuel Wingard special Agent for his motion of
creased sharply during the past 2 ographey and cartographic draftsstarted the work here under the the American Association.
Bookhart, Jr., John Clark Der- Agriculture in the South, and who
years, especially in activities re- man, chemist, iftathematician, medirection of J. Phil Campbell of
rick, Charles Wayne Howie, Jr., is considered the father of Colated to defense production and teorologist, geologist, and oceanGeorgia as state agent and J. M. This organization has approxiRonald Francis Krissak, Elbert operative Farm and Home Demmately 500 members.
research and development. How- ographer as well as In medical,
Jenkins
and W. R. Elliott as disGuy Owens, II, John Allen Por- onstration Work. The demonstraever, personnel are also needed in dietetic, and library specialties.
trict agents. Five county agents
ter, Earl Maxwell Smith, George tion carried out Dr. Knayy's idea
other kinds of scientific work such There are some opportunities for
Early in 1915 she organized the
were also appointed.
Thomas Youngblood.
Opportunities in engineering are as administration and technical summer employment in the phyfirst home demonstration club for
that "learning by doing" was the
In 1908 A. L. Easterling, super- farm women in Bethel community
sical sciences for student aids and
excellent for both new graduates sales.
best way of instructing the averSCHOOL OF EDUCATION
intendent of Education for Marl- of Sumter County. This" work has
The demand for personnel in trainees.
and experienced men and women.
Education: Thomas Everett Bar- age person. This idea has continInformation about examinations
During the build-up stage of the the natural sciences as a whole
now grown to the point where in
ton,Jr'., Mack Carison Branham, ued a sthe basic philosophy of
defense program the demand for is expected to exceed the supply currently open may be obtained
South Carolina every county has
Jr., George William Dargan, Frank farm demonstration work, now
from
college
placement
officers,
engineers rose spectacularly. Over for several years as the defense |
a home demonstration agen with
Taylor Gentry, Jr., Clark Stephen
the forthcoming period of partial program continues; the need from Civil Service Commission ofan assistant in most counties, and
Gregory,
Jr.
rah,'
Oren
Johnson
Neighbour,
The economy of the United
mobilization an average of 30,000 will be most intense for workers fices, and from first-and secondthere are now 603 homemakers
Claus Busch Othersen, Harold Lee
Industrial
Education:
Robert
Ray
class
post
offices.
States
is
now
operating
at
recwith
graduate
training
or
connew engineers per year will be
clubs in the state with a total enOwen,
Lewis
Belton
Roof,
RemBell,
Edgar
Miles
Berry,
James
ord-breaking .levels, the Job outneeded. On the other hand, the siderable experience. However,
rollment of 12,218 farm women.
look this year i esxcellent. You Howard Boyd, Joe Thomas Mc bert Ryan Stokes, Jr., Richard
number of new engineering grad- opportunities for persons with
A pioneer in the establishmentShortages of physicians and den- will, however, be faced with Connell, Jean Nelson Plyer, James King Tait, William Barnwell Taruates has been declining since the only a bachelor's degree will conrant, Calvin Elms Taylor, Francis
of the 4-H Club phase of farm
1950 peak of 52,000 and will con- tinue to remain good, particular- tists existed even before.the pres- the problem of getting started Carl White.
demonstration work was O. B.
Vocational Agricultural Educa- Marion Welsh, Jr., Charles Arthur
tinue to drop, reaching a low of ly in view of the declining num- ent mobilization program was be- in the; field of your choice. ComMartin, a native of Central,, S. C,
about 19,000 in 1954. Graduations bers of graduates with bache- gun. Expansion of the Armed mon sense dictates that you tion: James Douglas Beam, Carroll Whitaker, Patrick Nelson Wise,
wro for years was State SuperinForces intensified the need for learn as much as you can about Heape, David Wister Howe, Clif- Jr., John Charles Wood.
lor's degree.
NOTICE!
tendent of Education in this state.
SCHOOL OF TEXTILES
CHEMISTS — Employment op- personnel in these professions. De- where the immediate and the ton Tyre Odom, Robert Harold
In the early 1900's he had much
Textile Chemistry: William
There will be no military in- portunities for chemists are great- mand is also growing for other lang-range opportunities lie— Patton.
to do with theestablishment of
spection held on Saturday, May est in such manufacturing indus- health-service personnel— physi- 'in what industries, in what ocSCHOOL OF ENGINEERING Pierce Creighton, Lonnie Taylor
boys' and girls' 4-H club work in
tries as chemicals, petroleum, rub- cal therapists, occupational thera- cupations, and in what sections
30, due to final examinations.
Agricultural Engineering: Rob- Howard, George Anderson Hutto,
this state before becoming club
The regular schedule for this ber, food and paper. Educational pists, pharmacists, dietitians, pub- of the country.
ert Clifton Carrol, Jr., Alvin Edi- Jr., Cecil Hamilton Peppers, Fitzagent for the Southern States.
semester will continue until institutions and government also lic health nutritionists, medical
son DeWitt, William Cowan Ervin, hugh Lee Wickham, Jr.
employ substantial number of laboratory technicians, medical The. attached article discusses George Powell Kinard, William Textile
Engineering:
Calvin
6:00 p. m. tomorrow.
Another South Carolinian, A. F.
MR. L. O. CLAYTON
chemists. They are also in demand and phychiatric workers, and vet- the general over-all situation and Hester Mitchell, William Gamble Keith Bailey, Robert Merrel Cook,
Lever of Lexington County, while
in consulting laboratories, non- erinarians.
bore
County,
organized
the
first
presents information with respect Moore, Sidney Alexander Nun William Vernon Haas, Jr., Ernest
a member of Congress, was coOver the long run the growth
profit research institutes, hospito job opportunities in a number nery, James Horton
Leon Hatchell, Jr., Emory Harris boy's community club, and in author and largely resppnsible
Robinson,
of
the
population,
the
increasing
tals, and mining companies.
of broad fields, most of them proHawkins, Jr., Revonne Clifton 1910 Miss Marie Cromer (Mrs. C. for the passaeg of the Smith-Lever
Though the need for persons with proportion of the older people, fessional. This information should Richard James Vause, Robert
Hunt, James Wilmont Jackson, H. Seigler) organized the first Act which established cooperative
Glenn Vite.
Fri. and Sat., May 29 & 30
graduate training is greatest, those and increasing demand for health
be supplemented with information Architectural Engineering: Wil- Irving Kirsch, Charles Ray Mabry, tomato club in Aiken County. This extension work throughout the
services
by
the
population
will
NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA with only a bachelor's degree will
John work among rural outh with the United States. Since the passage
sustain the demand for health- snd services which you may ob- son Whitaker Blackmon, James William Biyce Mullinax,
PREMIER SHOWING
find numerous opportunities.
tain from campus placement Snd Earle Sheppard.
Livingston O'Shields, Marvin Cur- objective of "learning by doing" of this act farm demonstration "J
Median income of chemists in service personnel.
guidance
bureaus
and
from
local
tis Robinson, Jr., Francis Marion- to make the best better, has from work has expanded rapidly, and
Architecture:
Charles
Thomas
SIZZLING! !!
1951 was $5,800 in private indusoffices
of
State
employment
serWelsh,
Jr., Terrell Eugene Wess- the beginning been considered a during the 50 years since th efirst
Asbelle, Charles Lyman Bates,
try, $5,000 in government, and
very vital part of farm demon- demonstration was started, milSCALDING!!!
$4,900 in educational institutions. Industry is actively recruiting vices affiliated with the Labor Robert Clifford Beattie, Jr., Rob- inger, Jr.
stration work. It has^ grown in lions of farmers throughout the
college
graduates
trained
in
busiDepartment's
United
States
Emert
Ellwood
Burkins,
Ward
VerAND RAW! ! ! Chemists with a Ph.D. earned $6,Textile Manufacturing: David
this
state to the point where in nation have beeni helped to "learn.
ness
administration.
Those
specialployment Service, including more non Buzzell, Robert Bryan Can- Treadwell Arnold, James Henry
900; those with a master's degree
When B-Girls, pickpockets, and $5,400; and those with a bache-: ized in management and in such detailed local and regional em- non, Jr., Edwin Rivers Carroll, Jr.,
1953 there are over 52,000 rural by doing".
Bishop,
Harold
Estes
Blackwell
Stoolies join the fight against espon- lor's degree, $4,900.
business techniques as account- ployment information, and profes- Thomas Ernest Gioiosa, Harry William Russell Bridges, Leonard boys and girls, white and colored,
Clemson College is the headage on the side of P. B. I. PHYSICISTS—The defense pro- ing, advertising copywriting, mar- isonal counseling, testing, and William Hughes, Jr., James Robert Clator Butler, Charles Cooper Cal- enrolled in 4-H club work in quarters for the South Carolina
ket
research,
sales,
statistics,
inSouth
Carolina,
and
over
2
milgram has greatly increased the
placement services so valuable in Lawrence, John David Leach, Mil- houn, Thomas Elfor Calvert, HarCooperative Extension Service.
need for physicists, particularly surance underwriting, and' person- facilitating the process of finding ton Eugene Pate, Richard Mit- old Thomas Campbell, James lion in the nation. Leon O. Clayn
nel
management
are
particularly
ton,
Clemson,
and
Miss
Eloise
for those with advanced training.
chell Raines, III.
a satisfactory job.
Frederick Claffy, Ralph Clayton,
The demand for persons with only sought. Those who combine lead- Ceramic Engineering: Sidney Jr., Jack Carroll Crumpton, Adol- Johnson, Winthrop College, state
There is sometimes a glamour Milton Heatley, Donald Eugene
a bachelor's degree alSo exceeds ership qualities with technical
phus Gerald Dempsey, Jr., Wilson 4-H Club agents, were among
the Supply. Opportunities are es- skill will have best opportunity attached to the job openings Taylor.
Lamar Fabian, David Edward those who went to Terrell, Texas,
pecially good for young physicists for selection by large firms recruitr created as hew industries are
Chemical Engineering: Dewey Featherstpne, Rossie Robert Fow- on February 26 to be present at
Richard Widmark
Jane Peters in nuclear physics, electronics, ing for potential executives. The born or existing industries exHobson Bouchillon, Jr., William ler, Heyward Furman Galloway, the ceremonies there observing the Chiropractic Health Service
Thelma Ritter
quantum theory, atomic and mole- demand for lawyers is greatest for pand. It is well to remember,
1
Washington Coogler, Jr., William Jr., Manning Hayes Garren, Rob- fiftieth anniversary of the inau109 Hillcrest Extension
cular physics.
those who- have specialized, for however, that most of the jobs
guration of farm demonstration
Private industry, government, example, in tax, patent, adminis' taken by this year's college grad- Ogier Hanahan, Jr., James Claude ert Lewis Garrison, Ernest Jones work.
PHONE 6904
Mon. & Toes., June 1 & 2
and educational institutions each trative, admiralty, or international uates will be, as usual, those Kilpatrick, Herbert Leroy Varn, Gilliland, Toy Charles Gossett, In 1911 the late Mrs. Dora D. Office Hours: 2 to 6 P. M.
Harry
Perry
Varn.
William
Hall
Grey,
Jr.,
Arthur
employ roughly similar numbers law. Opportunities for women in which have been vacated by
Civil Engineering: Robert Chris- Byron Hair, III, Claude Bartow "Mother" Walker was appointed Tuesday and Friday Nights
of physicists. Median income In this field have improved in recent other workers. Deaths and reUntil 8
topher Banta, Harold Jack Bren- Her, Jr., James Russell Kiser, Hoyt tomato club agent in Barnwell
1951 for physicists were $7,000 in years.
tirements at top of the occupa- necke, John Ball Burroughs, Don- Wilson Kytle, Robert Walter Ma- County \and this became the first; Mornings by Appointment
Kathryn Grayson
Gordon McRae private industry, $6,300 in govBANKING.—Men graduates are tional ladder create the largColor by Technicolor
ald Gene Capelle, Clifton Pope son, Bryant Irving Miller, William or one of the first, county home
Closed All Day Thursday
ernment, and $5,600 in colleges in demand for trainee-positions in
demonstration agents in the world.
banks leading to positions are de- est number of openings at the Coleman, Jr., Franklin La Fohne Hendee Moore, George Ansel Muland universities.
EARTH SCIENTISTS — Exper- partment heads and branch man- bottom. It follows that most of Fletcher, Walter Christian Gon- linax, Jr., Fred Ray Pardue, James
Wed., & Thurs., June 3 & 4
ienced geologists and geophy- agers. The continued expansion of the openings will occur in the seth, Fred Ansel Greene, William Pohn Poupalos, William Joe Rhod
large industries and in the areas Jones Hodges, John Dallas Jame- armer, James Curtis Rikard, Cal
This is Deceit . . . This is Danger sicists are needed especially in the the banking industry is creating
where
there are now the heav- son, Alvin McKinney Knight, vin Brewster Rowland, Lester
these
opportunities.
However,
em
This is Love ....
petroleum and mining industries.
ployers are still highly selective, iest concentrations of employ- David Charles Ollivett, William Marvin Rowland, Ralph William
Heating and Air Conditioning
New
graduates
in
geology
and
geoALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
Herbert Revell, Louis Augustus Schueltler, Augustus Lee Sheider,
physics, especially those who have particularly for positions in the ment.
ANDERSON, S. C.
had some field experience in- con- latest banks. Opportunities for It is my hope that you will Seaborn, Jr., Elton Counts Sease, Jr., William Eugene Shuford, John. 408 N. MAIN STREET
nection with their academic work, women have improved since the speedily find employment where Jr., William Puett Sprott, Mar- Gadsden Slattery, Charlie Bart
will be in demand throughout the beginning of World War II; about
shall Staton, Otis Gilmore Work- Taylor, George Wiltin Taylor,
Montgomery Clift
Ann Baxter early 1950's. Meteorologists who 45 percent of all teller positions you can best utilize your knowHenry Little Wall, Jr., Mahamledge and skills and contribute man, Jr.
and
7
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all
officer
posts
are prepared for research work
Electrical
Engineering:
Joseph
med Waseem, Marshall Freeman
most
to
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society
that
made
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are finding good employment op- are held by women.
Registered Jewelers - American Gem Society
* * *
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Mon. & Tues. June 8 & 9
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your
education.
Collectively,
ACCOUNTANTS.—The
demand
LEADING JEWELERS AND DIAMOND MERCHANTS
portunities. Oceanographers capaDwight,
Jr.,
Bobby
Keith
FaulWatt,
Listen
Her
White,
Jr.
SINCE 1856
ble of carrying on research work for accountants is expected to re- you and/ your classmates are a kenberry, James Cecil Few, Hermain high during the defense mob- national resource of major imCandidates for Master's degrees
Greenville
South Carolina
are also in great demand.
bert
William
Fletcher,
Harvey
ilization period and for at least portance. We need the work of
are Robert DeWayne Ward, AgriDawson
Gambrell,
August
Henty
Kathryn Grayson - Gordon McRae
a year or two thereafter. College your hands and minds and the
cultural economics; Louie HampColor in Technicolor
Gorse, III, John Francis Halifax,
graduates with courses in business
The demand for
elementary administration as well as in ac- cooperation of your hearts if our Cecil Edward Hall, Milton Win- ton Senn, entomology; Robert
school teachers is greater for 1953- counting are preferred to those country is to presper and grow, ford, Holcombe, James William Brown Nelson,' physics; Edward
Mon. & Tues., 8 & 9
54 than for 1952-53. Over a million trained only in accounting. Oppor- and retain its leadership of the Maddox, Lee Mize, Wesley Glenn Ford Byars, civil engineering; Ludy James Blakely, Jr., and John
free world.
additional children will enter the
tunities for beginning jobs in priMorrison, Alvin Theodore Nolte, Hasford Rodgers, vocational agrielementary schools and add to the vate business establishments are
Yeurs very truly,
William O'Byrne, John Bradford cultural education.
already swollen enrollment. The
MARTIN P. DANKINS
more numerous than in public acRandall, Heyward Hazel Strong,
A reunion of Clemson graduates
supply of new teachers to meet counting firhis. The demand for
Secretary, of Labor.
Jr., Herbert Marshall Thelen, Bil- in the classes of 1898, 1903, '08,
Wed. & Thurs., June 10 & 11
this great demand is slightly lowcertified public accountants is
ly Allen Turpin.
er than it was in 1952-53. Around strong at present and continued
'13, ,18, '23, '28, '33,.'38, '43, '48
rr
administrative work, teaching, and Mechanlcial Engineering: Wil- and '52 will be held on the campus
35,000 college students will meet
gains
in
employment
are
expected
research
in
social
welfare.
The
liam Connor Arthur, John Williard
the requirements for grade-school
over the long run.
shortage of trained qualified work- Barton, Jr., Paul Everett Baxley, June 5 and 6. The alumni bana first run R. K. O. Picture, will be shown at the
Dan Dailey
Constance Smith teaching in June, and many times
quet will be on Saturday night,
Public accounting firms pay ers is expected to continue at least
Richard Mendenhall Berry, Aud- June 5.
that number are needed for new
lower beginning salaries than do
positions and the replacement of private business establishments, for several years among welfare ley Lee Blessing, Martin Harringagncies, hospitals, and State and ton Geiger, Robert Dexter Guyexperienced
teachers
leaving
the
Good Luck on your exams profession.
but afford experience which is Federal welfare establishments.
STOP AT
often a prerequisite for the CPA
Median annual salaries in 1950 ton, James Hyron Hanna, John
This is a Walt Disney Picture in technicolor shown
boys... and we extend our
At the high school level the
Alexander
Hoover,
Jr.,
Joel
Pinklicense and for advanced posi- ranged from $2,960 for case or
PAT'S PLACE
supply of newly trained teachers
best wishes for a joyous has
tions in other accounting fields. group work to $3,710 for teaching ney Hudson,; William Tilden
dropped significantly each
at advanced admission
Hughes, Edward Theadore John- For Sandwiches and Shakes.
and research.
vacation this summer!
year since 1950. This year many
son, John Julius LaRoche, David Open til Midnight nightly
vacancies exist in such subject
Louis Milling, James Edward MorAn expanding field and one
NOTICE!
OTHER PICTURES AT THE "Y" ARE AS FOLLOWS:
which offers a variety of specialiMay 28-29-30—"Raiders of the Seven Seas"—John Payne, Donna Reed
zation is that of social work. There Any veterans or cadets living
May 29.—"SOMEBODY LOVES ME"—Betty Hutton, Ralph Meeker.
is a great need for trained person- in pre-fabs desirmg to buy 20 or
Approximately 9,000 attended Vesper services at the Clemson "Y"
22-inch
window
fans
wholesale
nel to handle case work, group
during the year. Deputations from 12 other colleges presented promay place their order with Dick
activities,
and
work
connected
with
grams. Vesper speakers included ministers, faculty folk, alumni, and
V'ROlr; f
community organization for social Henderson at pre-fab 251 after 4
visitors from other lands.
p.
m.
welfare. The field also includes
Approximately 2,000 took part in intramural sports. One hundred and
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
sixty were given life saving tests. More than 100 boys and girls in the
community participated in day camp programs. Hundreds of ClemSHOP GENE ANDERSON'S
son students attended conferences, conventions, and participated in
CAROLINA'S FINEST
deputation programs. . . . More than $12,000 was spent on repairs
and improvements of the Clemson "Y" Building. One hundred and
"QUALITY COSTS NO MORE"
eighty dollars was spent on repairs to furniture for the lobby and
Phone 3821
club rooms. Approximately $700 was raised by contributions fo rvarANDERSON, S. C.
Hours: 7 a. m. Til Midnight
ious causes including the National, Area, and Interstate Work of the
YMCA and for the World Service Program of the YMCA,
PENDLETON, S. C.
OPEN ON THURSDAYS
We take this opportunity to thank many friends for their help and
cooperation in assisting in making the Celmson YMCA program of
Complete Sales & Service
service
to many people and to many organizations in this and in
SHORT ORDERS - - - SANDWICHES
neighboring communities.
—Open 24 Hours—
CLEMSON YMCA STAFF.
MORE PEOPLE BUY CHKVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CAB

Federal Civil
Service

Natural Sciences

Engineering

Health Profession

CLEMSON THEATRE

Business and Law

PICK-UP ON SOUTH
STREET"

Dr. Georganna
McDaniel

"THE DESERT SONG"

BILL MARTIN HEATING COMPANY

1 CONFESS'

HALF'S

"DESERT SONG"

Teaching

PICTURES AT CLEMSON "Y"

"SEMINOLE"

"ON THE CAMPUS"

"PETER PAN"

TAXI"

Clemson College YMCA June 1-2-3

Social Work

TIGER TAVERN -

MAULDIN CHEVROLET CO.

NOW OPEN ALL DAY

Bill & Hattie's Drive-In Restaurant

Will Be Open Late For All Dances

21-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway

.

Another Clemson Year Is History ..
Clemson's Landmark

We Marched Onto The Field At Homecoming

We Had A Christmas Concert
i i

We Banqueted At The Clemson House

Movie Stars Visited Us

We Carried On Our Own Political Campaigns
We Went To Concerts

We Cleaned U p Our Campus
M

And Played Host To Maids Of Cotton

Generals Visited

We Played Basketb all,
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And Cheered Our Team On

And Booby King

We Selected An Honorary Cadet Staff

We Had Our Own Theatrical Production
We Began A New Building

Religious Emphasis Week Came

...And Senior Day

The Senior P latoon Drilled

We Held Initiations

Some Of Us Gave Blood

We Elected Student Officers

Our Baseball Team Fought To The End

Our Track Team Won Some Meets
Then Came Mother's Day

IPIISiillil,.^.

(Photos on these pages by Jack Trimmier
and Johnny Fletcher)
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Tigs' Sport Picture For Next Year Is Promising
Two Platoon System Cut; Split T
Formation To Be Installed In Autumn
Well fans, another year of sports at Clemson has ended, and the Country Gentlemen
have distinguished themselves very, we'll. Now let us take a look at next year's sports picture with its new rules, new names, and new schedule.
Football has already had its opening preview in the spring practice sessions. Clemson is going to run its plays from the "T" formation next ye^r, and this is a big change
from the single wing that has been a standard at Clemson. A new ruling has been added to collegiate football which

By Frank Anderson

Testing Period For Next Year's
Athletes Held During Past Year
It is hard to describe a year of collegiate sports such as
the Clemson Tigers have just experienced. In some ways
they were strong, from another viewpoint they fell down
considerably in other ways, and still they were about average in certain sports.
All in all you could term this year's sports as a testing
ground for next year's Bengals.
In football the Tigers got off to a good start in winning
their first encounter with the Presbyterian Blue Stockings,
but their success was short lived. Later the Tigs met such
strong colleges as Maryland, Florida, and the University of,
Kentucky. The Bengals did, however, come back to roll
over the Boston College Eagles and to tie the Fordham
Rams.
With only two home games last year the Tig supporters were not able to see the gridmen in, action as
much as they had been accustomed to. With the Tigers
out of the Southern Conference with a year's suspension, it became necessary to drop some of the teams we
had been playing and to sign up other, perhaps stronger,
elevens.
Next year, the Bengals have a perfect schedule.
Four home games are scheduled with the Bengals going up against some of the top teams in the country.
With the Tigs switching to the T-formation next year,
they should certainly have a rugged test.
Basketball was one of those sports which turned out
about average for the 1952-53 season. With two top performers from last year's squad missing from the lineup, the
Bengals compiled a record of eight wins against ten setbacks. Leading basketballers were a quintet of graduating
seniors. With Marvin Robinson and Tommy McCullough
at forwards and John McGraw at center, the Tigs had a
fine rebound combination as well as scoring power. Playing
out from under the basket in the guard positions were Joe
Murray and Sonny Moorer. The Tigs do have a host of
players who received a maximum of varsity experience to
lead the team next year.
Baseball was the high point in athletics at Clemson
for the past school year. With an 11-6 record the Bengals were high enough in the conference to rate a bid
to the Conference playoffs. A slight technicality in the
rules kept the Bengals away from this mythical tournament
Sparked by Billy O'Dell ,pitcher, Wyman Morris and
Roy Coker in the infield, Bill Bamett and Doug Kingsmore
in the outfield, and Bobby Morris catching, the Tigers represented the school in a yery successful season.
All of this year's baseballers will be back next year, and
going by the fine record they posted this year, they should
do even better next season.
Although the track team did not take high'honors in
the state track meet, the cindermen did all right for the
college. A number of excellent freshmen stars were
uncovered this season, and all of them should be a great
value to Coach "Rock" Norman in the future.
Allston Mitchell will be perhaps the most publicized star returning to the Tiger lineup. The high
jumping sophomore flew over the bar at the conference
meet to tie for first in this event.
As in all of the other sports, the minor sports of swimming, tennis, and golf uncovered a great many freshmen
prospects who will be very valuable to the Tigs in years
to come.
In adding up all of the records of all of the Tiger teams
it is learned that the Country Gentlemen compiled a record
of a little better than .500.

Two Tigs Nominated For
Athlete Of Year In Conference
With the nominations for the best athlete in the Southern Conference, the names of Billy O'Dell a/id Dreher Gaskins are found among the nominees. Billy O'Dell sparked
the Clemson baseball team to a very successful season in
striking out 108 batters and giving up a minimum of hits
to the opposing teams. Dreher Gaskins, although he was
injured during football season, played on the varsity basketball team, and was high scorer for the Bengal cindermen by
excelling in the shot put, discus, and high jump.

Clemson Men Always Welcomeat

prohibits the use of the two platoon system. With these two new
factors on the field with them
next year, the Bengal team will
have a lot of hard work ahead of
them. But many faces have shone
in spring workouts which give
the coaches and fans hopes of a
great season.
Don King bandied the ball
well in the quarterback position, and will be a strong
contender for that spot. Dreher Gaskins will be manning,
an end spot for the Tigers and
will be a mainstay in the
line. The running power will
again be provided by Buck
George, Red Whitten, and
Lawrence Gressette.
Next
year's schedule has been arranged with a number of
home games, and the fans
should see some fine football.
The basketball team has^a
number of fine freshman coming
The Clemson Army Rifle Team recently reW. Coleman, T. B. Earle, C. R. Grainger, A. M.
up who will provide plenty of
ceived bronze medals from the National Board
Lander, J. L. Moore, M. A. Randall, J. Truecompetition for the veterans. John
for the Promotion of Rifle Practice. Members of
love, J. Alexander, and J. B. Elliott.
McGraw, Marv Robinson, and
the team are (left to right): J. F. Callaham, P.
Tommy McCullough will be missed, but there are many willing to
try and match their winning ways.
that .2 of a point justifies the limiAmes Wells, Barry Ryan, and Bill
tations on the capacity in which
Yarborough will form a nucleus
one may serve his country and
for next year's hardwood team.
further
alter the career of a young
They have an excellent schedule
planned with some fine teams on
college graduate? The waste of
it.
time and money in the incomplete
Whenever baseball is mentionROTC training, plus the cost of
ed, the name of Billy O'Dell is
going through officers' candidate
always brought up. Billy carried
school to get the same results
the brunt of the pitching this
are of minor importance as comyear, and should turn in another
Dear Tom,
exam grade in the forties can cer- pared to this.
fine record next year. Robbie Mr. Joe Lindsay, one of Erskihe's football greats (Photo—Clemson
A few days ago a friend of mine tainly foul up a passing grade.)
College News Bureau).
Saylors will also '>e back along
reported to Fort Jackson for a An examination such as this is I don't know about you, Tom,
with Neil Bates and Bubba Free.
physical
examination. This, in it- unprecedented. The usual pro- but I would certainly feel guilty if
These three should form the nuself, is nothing unusual, except cedure is to give exams only on I were responsible for a student
cleus for a strong pitching staff.
that this individual is graduating sub-courses, and as far as I know, losing the commission when there
The diamond men will also have
on June 7 and should be receiving this is the only collective semester was doubt concerning the justiseveral good prospects in rising
a commission as are most of his final examination given in any fication of such a serious and finsophomores.
By Bob Wheeler
classmates.
Dick Swetenburg, Bill Baradvanced military science course. al action.
The
average
student
here at Clemson doesn't realize the
nett, Don King, and George
It seems that when the final It is a small wonder that it came
Sincerely,
Brodie will be back to aid the fact that some of his professors were at one time outstanding grades in military science were as a surprise to the students..
J.
Bryan Elliott
Tigers with some more of the
posted
last
semester,
his
average
My idea of an examination is
athletes on the diamonds of South Carolina.
fine hitting and fielding that
came to 64.8-just .2 of a point be- different from this, Tom. The
Class
'53
For instance, math professor the bases to allow the hat plenty
they showed this year. Wylow passing. With this average he value of an exam comes from the
Charles
Stewart
was
an
outof time to fill up. However, when
man Morris, who led the
standing member of the Wof- he collected his prize, he had to flunked military science and was initiative it creates. It is from
Bengals in hitting this year,
ford Terriers baseball team. At put it in his back pocket be- dropped from ROTC. We'll have studying that we learn, rather
will be back at his third base
the
same time, professor Joseph cause there was no place to to admit that if 65 is the standard, than the exam we take. Futherposition. Roy Coker, another
Linddsay
of the Textile depart- leave it in the dugout. Professor this falls below it; but, Tom, do more, according to the military
dependable ballplayer, will
you actually think it possible to science teaching manual, an exment
was
patroling the outfield
Stewart claims the
pennies,
again cover second for the
for
the
Erskine
Flying
Fleet.
nickles and dimes almost pulled accurately grade a student that amination is a means of grading
team. AH these men will give
the student an dthe instructor.
Both of these professors had a his pants off before the game closely?
the Tigers a fine infield and
During
my
four
years
at
ClemEven
as such, most psycologists
number
of
years
experience
on
the
was
over.
SEE THEM TODAY!
a strong hitting club. With
diamond. Professor Stewart play- These, coupled with a number of son I don't recall having any pro- agree that it is mere rationalizasome of the luck that they
didn't have this year, the ed ball for over twenty years and other exciting and humorous ex- fessor who did not use the policy tion to think that student's comProfessor Lindsay played over a periences round out professor Ste- of counting .5 of a point as a prension can be accurately gradBengals should have a good
Polo Shirts
chance to make the playoffs. period of a little more than years. wart's memories, of his days on whole. That seems to be a fairly ed closer than five points.
well adopted system throughout Don't get me wrong, Tom, this
The baseball experience of Pro- the baseball diamond.
Track Coach "Rock" Norman
Swim Suits
h..s- a bevy of Freshmen returning fessor Stewart began when he enProfessor Lindsay played for Er- theschool, Even in working math- letter isn't being written with
to give him a better than average tered Wofford College. He was skine back in the days of the em- ematical problems, we use this any disrespectful attitude. It is
• Sport Shirts
track team. Big Dreher Gaskins edged out for the shortstop posi- ery ball, spit ball, slider and every- where extreme accuracy is not merely an attempt to show waht
will be gone as will Louis Odom, tion on the team by Rhett Turnip. thing else that a pitcher could important.
• Slacks
seems to me to be an injustice. I
but there are many hopefuls to seed, who later transferred from think up to befuddle the hitters.
An interesting point for consid- am particularly concerned for this
Wofford to Clemson and wrote
take their place.
Professor Lindsay claims that eration is that of a 'surprise" final student, because I know him very
Footballer Buck George many thrilling sports experiences he started his college career as examination on the semester's well,'having roomed with him for
will be back to collect those into the record books here.
a shortstop but changed to an work given during the last class three years. He is graduating in
His experience at Wjofford ,was outfielder after the coach pre- period in the course. Especially the upper half of his class and
points in the 440 and broad
jump, while "Rip" Folger and cut short when he graduated in sented the idea to him. He made is this unque in that it applied has many of the qualifications
Ben Cochran will be trying to only three years. He was only 18 ten errors in eleven chances in .only to the lower half of the class for a good leader. His instructor
improve their records in the years old whea he graduated. I his first college game, so a —"so they could pull their grades admitted this-when he expressed
pole vault. Allston Mitchell think'that anyone will agree with change was in order.
up." The effect seemed far from regrets for his failure, and asagain will be a mainstay in me in the opinion that there are
He roamed the outfield for the that as the grades ranged fronvthe sured him that he would have
the high jump.
very few players, today that could
The golf team will boast of make a college baseball varsity Fleet during the days of Dode Phil- low forties to the seventies. (An made a good officer.
Tom, do you honestly think
three Aiken men who will have at the age of fifteen. In those hps^nd{ °^f J^1^ 5*ff*£f of the 'horseless carriages' and he
a lot to do with the won-lost days, the college varsities carried ijree of the members of the Er. ran in between the cars to pull the
skine team were signed to con- ball in for an out.
column of nexf year's team. Len a roster of only fourteen menYaun, this year's state champion,
After graduating from Wofford, tracts with the Greenville team in
The funniest memory that
will probably be playing number Professor Stewart went into the the old Sally League.
lingers in the brain of professor
Professor Lindsay's baseball ca- Lindsay occurred while he was
one spot, while Johnson and teaching profession at Bishopville
CLEMSON, S. C.
Woodward will be fighting for the S. C. By staying in good shape, he reer started with the Chester High playing in the old Sunday School
See us for wheel-balancing and let us service your car
team.
He
continued
his
baseball
second and third positions. The was able to play ball with the mill
League. Naturally, the league
for those week-end trips.
linksters had a good season this teams around Bishopville. His. career through Erskine, Philadel- was composed of teams sponphia
Textile
Institute,
and
textile
year, and should be able to repeat baseball activities were not limitsored by the various churches,
next year.
ed to playing, however, for he al- bell with Chester, Gaffney and Un- However, rivalry between the
ion.
A fireball from far away Burma so coached the high school team
teams built up to such a point
Fieldh.g and running were that there was a fight during alwill probably again be number at Bishopville for nine years.
one man next year for the Tiger
Professor Stewart and Dr. F. professor Lindsay's strong points
most every game. Before long,
His hitting was also very good the rivalry became so hot that
netmen, unless an extra fine A. Blanchard, the deceased fathplayer comes along to take his er of West Point's immortal for the days when the pitchers the league had to be disbanded.
place. Maung Khin Si compiled fullback,
"Doc"
Blanchard, put everything but the kitchen
After finishing his career as a
an excellent record for Coach were instrumental in establish- sink on every pitch that they ballplayer, Mr. Lindsay did a good
threw.
Hoke Sloan's team this year, and ing Bishopville's first American
bit of coaching. He managed the
Professor Lindsay recalls a num- Chester team in the Textile Leashould be a standout again next Legion team.
JEWELRY BY SWANK
ber
of
incidents
that
occurred
duryear. Cook, Nott, and James will
During Professor Stewart's 20
gue, coached football at Chester
be top contenders for the higher years of experience in playing tex- ing his years as a ballplayer. He High School, and coached the
I SPORTSHIRTS BY
positions, and the Bengal team tile ball, he became known as one deems the time that he hit his only Clemson American Legion team a
college
home
run
the
most
excitNORRIS CAUSALS &
should have another good year. of the Stewart brothers. The Stewfew years back.
MANHATTEN
art's had an entire infield in the ing experience that he ever had.
family. Charles played shortstop He" connected for that circuit clout
when the bases were loaded. This Drake's will set the pace in
TEE SHIRTS BY
while his brothers held down the
thrill occured while he was play- —STYLE
first, second and third base chores-.
CATALINA & COOPERS
Professor Stewart also recalls ing with the team at the Philadel- —QUALITY
phia Textile Institute.
—REASONABLE PRICES
a number of humorous experThe most exciting game that he
SOCKS BY COOPERS & FOOT FASHION
iences
during
his
years
of
baseThe National Board for the
ever played in was the Clemson- Featuring "McGregor" among
ball
experience.
One
of
the
best
SUITS BY PALM BEACH
Promotion of Rifle Practice, DeErskine tilt in Anderson, S. C, on our many famous name brands
occurred while he was playing Sailor's Day in 1919: The game of merchandise.
partment of Army,, has awarded
MIRROR-TEST
& MICHAELS
with the Ninety-Six team in the
ten Bronze medals to the Clemson old Textile League. The Ninety- was played in honor of the veter
Army ROTC Rifle earn. The team Six team was playing against ans of the First World War. Proplaced third in the 3rd Army Area the Greenwood Mill team. That fessor Lindsay recalls the cars
Next to Center Theater
that were parked all up and down
Intercollegiate Rifle Match.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
was back in the days when the the foul line. On one occasion, a
We, at Abbot 's Men's Shop, have enjoyed
The members of the team who spectators passed around a hat
foul
ball
drifted
in
the
direction
your Friendship and Patronage. It is our wish
received awards at J. F. Callaham, every time a player hit a home
that you succeed in your undertaking—CongraAtlanta, Ga.; P. W. Coleman of ran. On this particular day, proMountville; T. B. Earle, Savannah, fessor Stewart connected for one
tulations and Best Wishes.
Ga.: C. R. Grainger, Nichols; also of the four baggers. As he roundA. M. Lander, Spartanburg; J. L. ed first base, he noticed the hat
"IF IT COMES FROM ABBOTT'S ... IT SHOWS
Moore, Calhoun, Ga.; M. A. Ran- going around, being a practical
YOU CARE ENOUGH TO GIVE THE VERY BEST"
dall, Stone Mountain, Ga.; and lad with an eye for money, he
We Have Appreciated Your
slowed down in trotting around
J. B. Elliott, Nichols.

Letters To

Tom Clemson

Two Clemson Teachers
Were Baseball Heros

ESQUIRE

SKELTON SERVICE STATION

GIFTS GALORE
FOR THE JUNE GRADUATE

Army Awards Rifle
Team Bronze Medals

THE ELITE
Anderson, S. C.

$350.00 MONTHLY IN SPARE TIME
Company operating nationally will select reliable person to own
and service route of NEW TYPE merchandise dispensing machines
in Clemson and surrounding area. Absolutely no selling required.
$350.00 per month possible spare time. Full time more. Character
reference essential. $693.00 cash required, which is secured by
EQUIPMENT AND FREE MERCHANDISE. For interview in your
town with our Regional Manager include phone and references in

DRAKE'S

FAREWELL GRADS
AND BEST WISHES

Patronage This Year.

reply.

•''-l^-rfr/l
Interstate M3E.^-..,L
559 NORTH SKINNER BLVD.

TO THE GRADUATING SENIORS:

*>

Cc:r/!siriy
ST. LOUIS 5, MO.

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY

LARRY'S

—Engineers—
GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

Seneca

"FOR FINE FOODS"
Anderson,

S. C.
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Sick Heddon

Heddon Tiger
Cartoonist
Dick Heddon, mechanical engineering junior of Charlotte, N. C,
won first place in the cartoon
contest sponsored by The Tiger.
He* will be staff cartoonist for
The Tiger next year.
Kunner-up in the contest is Bob
Werner, electrical engineering
freshman of Kock Hill. Werner
will act as assistant cartoonist.
Heddon's winning cartoon appears on the front page of The
Tiger. Werner's appears on page
2.
Cartoons entered in the contest
were drawn with a graduation
theme. They were judged for
their originality, neatness, cleverness, and general theme.

Baptist Student
Union Adds To
Winchester Fund
The Baptist Student Union has
contributed $19.27 to the Tommy
Winchester fund which is being
raised by a group of interested
citizens of Pickens County. Action
in Ciemson is being led by Mrs.
, D. C. Brock, who is also a member
of the group located in Pickens.
All donations to this fund will be
ussd to purchase a hydraulic lift
which will be presented to Tommy
Winchester who has been a patient
at the Six Mile Baptist Hospital
for the past two years.
A wheel chair has been purchased by this group, but Tommy
has not been able to make full use
of it because he is unable to get
in the chair under his own power.
The B. S. U. is one ot many civic
and church groups that* are aiding
:
in this worthy cause.
,

*

i

Sutfon To Attend
G, E. School In N. Y.
J. F. Sutton, Associate professor
of mechanical engineering at
Ciemson, will be among twentysix college engineering faculty
members to attend the second annual teaching methods seminar to
be held at the General Electric
Company in Schenectady, N. Y.,
June 15 through June 20.
Sponsored jointly by the American Society for Engineering Education and the General Electric Company, the six-day session is aimed
at demonstrating teaching techniques, as used in the advanced and
creative engineering programs in
operation at G. E. and their applications to college teaching.

Calhoun-Clemson
Elects Hughes
PTO President
Gregory Hughes, assistant professor of drawing, was elected*
president of the Calhoun-Clemson
PTO at the last meeting of the
organization Monday night, May
18. Mrs. Hughes will serve as copresident.
Mrs. E. S. Olson was elected
secretary and Sam Marbut will
serve as vice-president. Paul Williamon will serve as the new
treasurer.
Three of the Calhoun-Clemson
students'gave speeches which they
recently presented in a speech
contest. Miss Prances Booker presided and presented the speakers
Those presenting ^peeching were
Hal Stribbling, Mary Lynn White,
and Beverly Jackson.
The retiring, president and copresident are ^tr. and Mrs. T. L.
!
Senn.

TOUGH PRIVATE
(Continued from page 2)
the floor. It seems that he had
died from exhaustion.
I found out later in the hospital while getting a transfusion
that Lili had killed herself laughing.
And so endefi the biggest case
of me, Percy 'Sylvester Nottinghourse, a tough, rawbone detective. It was, such a shame it ended
that way since Lili was such a
beautiful lady and I loved lollipops so.

CLASSIFIED ADLOST—One sliderule with tan
case behind 2nd barracks Monday. Would be , appreciated if
the finder would return same
to H. L. Owen 1-351.

How do the Stars
foretell the future?
What signs of the
Zodioc govern you?

READ
this internationally
syndicated feature
prepared by a native
of Anderson ......
you will enjoy it-—
.. . appearing each
Sunday in

CLEMSON MEN
Long, long ago . . . about the time Frank Poole, Jim Littlejohn, Dave Watson, John Lane, Frank Howard and other stalwarts of Ciemson were little boys, THE ANDERSON NEWSPAPERS were in there pitching for CLEMSON.
*
Year after year, THE ANDERSON NEWSPAPERS have
worked with enthusiasm for the advancement of Ciemson and the
fine things for which its entire and far-flung activities stand for.
(No new or divided affection or support, but a genuine spirt of cooperation for all the institutions and residents of Anderson's
WARD £|GHT!")
And if Ciemson should go to Hades (to play football, that
is) the microphones and sportcasters of Radio Stations WAIM
and WCAC (named for Ciemson Agricultural College) would b«
right there to broadcast the news. For eighteen years these stations have carried CLEMSON SPORTS—and other news.
\
Best wishes to Ciemson—its officials, faculty, Class of
1953 and all home-coming classes, its Alumni and the growing,
> progressive community that surrounds the.college.

Ife Attorn JttftejKttfceitf
"South Carolina's Most Interesting Newspaper"
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THE TIGER—"He Roars for Clemson A & M"

TIGER Completes 46th Year Of Publication

First Paper Published
1907; Rhodes Editor

Clemson Cadets Wore
Blue Jeans 60 Years Ago

Taylor First1 Business Manager;
P?P.>er Resembled Magazine

By John Patrick
Sixty years ago in July, the first students, perhaps somewhat apprehensive as to their fate, stepped upon the Clemson College campus.

By Lawrence Starkey
Forty six years a go a small group of energetic and
ambitious Clemson Cadets introduced the press to the Clemson campus. The original purpose of the paper was to raise
funds for the publication of the college yearbook. The first
issue of The Tiger appeared on January 21, 1907. It was
headed by Samuel R. Rhodes and A. B. Taylor, who were
editor and business manager respectively.

What they saw must have given
them little encouragement, for
the campus was in confusion. Today the college is regarded as one
of the most beautiful in the na
tion, and the spirit of co-opera
tion and loyalty on the part of
students and faculty alike has
been instrumental in making
Clemson one of the most outstanding schools in the country.
The first class, consisting of 446
students, was quartered in first
barracks, which at that time had
only two floors. In addition to
the barracks, only five other
buildings were standing. These
were Main Buildings, one wing
of the present Education Building,
the Mechanical Building, since
burned, a hotel and a hospital
Main Building was then called the
Agricultural Building, and the
word "Agriculture" can still be
seen over the south entrance.
The mess hall had no refrigeration facilities and no screens
at that time. All agreed the food
could be better - one link at
least between the old and new.
Total cost per student for the
first year was $6.50 a month,
but this was raised to $16.88
every two months the following
year. During this time all classes
were excused on rainy days because of the distance between
classes, some of which were
held in the hotel.

Mr. Rhodes, who is now head
print their names so that
«•? the electrical engineering deeveryone would know who
partment at Clemson, was origin,
they were.
ally from Darlington. He moved
The Tiger which was printed
I to Florence while still quite young
and obtained his early schpoling in Anderson as it is now, was
there. He graduated from Fur- shipped weekly to the campus via
man University in 1900 with a the Blue Ridge Railway. An edibachelor of science degree. He torial apology in an early copy
got his masters degree from the of the newspaper expressed regret
same institution in 1901 and that the Tiger had been late the
taught in public schools the next previous week "because they had
not been left at Cherry's Crossfour years. '
Professor S. R, Rhodes, head of the electrical engineering departIn 1906, he met Dr. Riggs, ing/ but had l been carried to
ment, was the first editor of The Tiger, which was first published
Seneca
instead,
where
they
would
head of engineering at Clemforty-six years ago.
son, and under his influence, still be if our business manager
Mr. Rhodes entered the junior had not gone over to get them."
Perhaps the most amusing parts 17, 1914 paper is that of how the
Other members of the original of the archaic editions for present entire Cadet Corps learned that
class at Clemson in the same
year
study engineering. Af- staff were A. L. Campbell, as- day' students are the varied as- President Woodrow Wilson and
ter h graduation from Clem- sistant editor; A. B. Bryan, alum- sortments of advertisements. There his wife would come through the
son in 1907, he went to work ni editor; D. W. Peurifoy, local was one ad calling attention to railroad station at Calhoin on a
for the General Electric Cor-, editor; L. L. Bissel and H. P. the fact that the livery teams return trip from Mississippi. The
poration in Schenectady, New Lykes, athletic editors; P. Quattle- of F. H. Clinkscales were the best body of students journeyed to
York, and Pittsfield, Massa- baum, exchange editor; and L. L. and most stylish. Also well-rep- the depot and watched the Presi.
Horton and A. S. Heyward, as- resented in this section were the dent and the first lady wave to
chusetts, for two years.
Clemson Cafe and Winslow Sloan, them from the train.
TT 1909, he went to the Univer- sistant business managers.
* * *
who was beginning his fourteenth j/
sity of North Dakota as an inEdwin Agnew was made
ON THE FRONT page of the year in business at Clemson. Mr.
structor in electrical engineering.
editor of The Tiger in 1915.
first
Tiger,
which
resembled
a
Clinkscales announced in the
Mr. Rhode returned to teach at
This wa; the year when the
Clemson in February, 1914, and magazine, was an elaborate and third edition of The Tiger that
page was increased to its
received a professional degree of descriptive story of the Georgia "for the next ten days, I will give
present size. The commenceelectrical engineering in 1928. The Tech-Clemson football game of one package of Gold Dust free ment issue of 1915 was edited
1907.
This
article
vividly
describ
for every purchase of six bars of by Mr. Agnew, and asked for
following year he became head of
this department and still holds ed how the Tiger team had been Octagon Soap." Luring Clemson
the co-operation of the stu- editor of the New Orleans Daily
transported out onto the playing students to establishments in
that position.
.
dents in the movement for a Item, was mslde editor in 1934
fiild by carriages drawn by white Spartanburg were . blaring offers
* » «
new
blanket fee which would and succeeding him the following
THE TIGER was South Caro- horses. Clemson won the game of suits for $7.50 and shoes for
cover
all student activities in- year was Joe D. Kinard. H. S.
lina's oldest college newspaper, 10 to 0. In another part of the $3.50.
cluding
a subscription to The Ashmore, who is now editor of
THE BEGINNINGS of the gos . Tiger.
I/Ir. Rhodes was a bit reticent first edition was an article praisthe Arkansas Gazette, was the
ing
the
installation
of
a
new
"ausip-type columns such as "Oscar'
about those first days of The Tr
1936 editor.
An
example
of
the
far-reaching
ger and nves all the credit to tomatic telephone" which had were only slightly discernible in effect of World War I was seen
Ir^ 1937 brought J. C. Wilkinson
organizing the staff and originat- been placed in a downtown busi. the 1907 Tiger in such forms as: in the May 9, 1917 issue of The to the editor's seat. Following
ness
establishment.
The
article
Wanted—to know where Crawing the "sheet" to Taylor! Mr.
Tiger. It tells us that a squad of a brief tenure of office by F. W.
Taylor is now of the Taylor-Col- stated that "Calls may now be ford saw a "bonny" bright eye; to South Carolina militia was sta- Durban, Earl Mazo ascended to
quitt Company in Spartanburg. made direct to the desired party know if Teddy was in arrest or tioned at the railroad trestle over the editorial leadership in 1939.
When interviewed last year, by an intricate system of dials confinement; to know if Firstick the Seneca River near Clemson. The issue celebrating the Fiftieth
Professor Rhodes stated, "Just as without the inconvenience of a is at "Liberty" to tell us about It was stated that the guard was Anniversary ' of Clemson College
it.
must be the case now. the editor- 'Hello Girl'.'*
part of a nation-wide movement was the largest which has ever
Yes, even in 1907 Clemson was
in-chief had to be prodding his In the personal section it had
been produced. The mammoth
a
small
list
of
interesting
occurbecoming the mecca for conven- to protect strategic points.
assistants eterrlally if the paper
work was composed of three secEditors
of
The
Tiger
who
served
came out at all. And though the ances. The first edition told of tions and meetings of organiza- during the war years were J. B. tions and contained a total of
first paper was a bi-weekly pub- the disappearance of a "very large tions all over the state. In the Dick, F. L. Parks, J. B. Faust J. twenty-eight pages.
lication, we still had to sit up fat turkey from the yard of Dr. May 14, 1907 edition, we find that B. Bankhead, and G. H. Aull, who
J. J. Lever, who was secreuntil the wee small hours of the F. H. Calhoun just before the the South Carolina. College Press is now head of the agricultural tary to Sen Olin D. Johnston,
morning to meet our dead-line. Christmas holidays." Another pa- Association had held its second economics department at Clemwas editor in 1940. Mr. Lever
Then, as now I had to make up per had a sqciety-type column annual convention at Clemson. son. During the years following
was killed last year in an auand
stated
that
"Miss
Florie
CalConstruction had just been begun
ithe paper and arrange the adtomobile accident near Aiken.
the
war
the
men
selected
as
edihoun, who has been spending in 1907 on a new barracks which
- Trtising."
Big news of the day was the
tors
had
to
occupy
the
position
of
The very first issue stated some time with relatives in At- was to provide accommodations both business manager and edidedication of a new post oflanta,
came
home
Christmas
to
be
that the newspaper was to.
for some 200 students. The story
fice at Clemson with an adtor.
Those
serving
in
this
double
serve au the fundamental with her mother for a while at in The Tiger emphasized the ardress by Jim Farley, the
capacity were H. C. Walker, T. J.
cource by which Clemson the Calhoun Mansion."
chitectural beauty of the structure
Postmaster
General.
The
Webb, W. M. Redfern, and H. A.
graduates would be kept inAs antique as some of these which would boast a porch over- Woodle, who is now connected
April Fool issue in 1940 conformed about the activities of
things may seem to us, some looking the grounds of the Cal- with the Clemson College Extentained a cleverly constructed
the college. It was to be pub.
very interesting problems houn Mansion.
tiurder case involving the
sion
Service.
The
outstanding
islished every two weeks at the
arose. The following is taken
death of "Oscar", well-known
G. G. Weatherebee was sue of these years was one which
rate of seventy-five cents for
from the second copy of The
named editor of The Tiger on commemorated the twenty-four
student writer.
, five months. The staff must
Tiger: "On account of the inBecause of the paper shortage
October 7, 1907, and under his Clemson men who gave their lives
have had some difficulties in
ability of the coal company
leadership several changes in World War I.
after Pearl Harbor, the Tiger
obtaining and maintaining
to get cars, Clemson's coal
was published every two weeks
were made. The subscription
During
the
years
1922
and
1928,
subscriptions judging from an
supply ran so low that it was
rate was raised to $1.00 per The Tiger was headed by E. H. for the duration of the war. Ediannouncement concerning the
deemed wise by the college
year.
Hall, E. L. Smith, and Wright tors for this period and more rerefund of subscriptions. The
authorities not to re.open
Other
big
stones
of
the
year
Bryan.
Under the able guidance cent editors include Walter S. Mcstaff agreed to return the
school until coal could be included the addition to F. H. of Mr. Bryan, who is now editor Donald, Mitchell F. Simmons,
money to the individuals who
produced. Consequently, the Clinkscales' store of an "extensive of The Atlanta Journal, The Ti- Richard Breedland, Andrew F.
wished it, but threatened to
day of opening was post- soda water department" and the ger began to look much as it does Calhoun, John Califf
Robert
poned from January 3 to Jan- visit of a prominent Russian today. It was also during the Bradley, Edwin Rhyne, William
uary 9.. A supply of coal hav- agronomist to the campus.
term of Wright Bryan that" the B. Costello, Edward Osborne,
FANT'S CAMERA
ing been received, college
Back in 1907 there seemed to first April Fool edition was pro- MacNeil Howard, and Hassel
opened on the morning of the be more interest in lectures series duced.
Simpson. In 1951 and 1952, The
SHOP
9th. With few exceptions the and the performances of traveling FROM 1926 to 1933 The Tiger Tiger was under the leadership
"Between the Banks"
cadets returned on time and stage groups than there is today. continued under the leadership of of co-editors Louis Henry and
work began in earnest on the "Tie first number in the Lyceeum J. K. Avent, A. C -Link, P. B. Charles Meiburg.
ANDERSON, S. C.
opening day."
Each of these men has conCourse was offered on November Leverette, J. G. Adams, J. E.
1, 1907, with a Dr. McArthur giv- Baker, and W. G. Ashmore. In tributed much to the success of
ing a talk on the Panama Canal. the summer of 1933, with W. L. The Tiger. We salute them and
Professor Samuel B. Earle pre- Leverette brother of the 1929 praise them highly for making
sented a unique lecture on auto- editor, as editor-in-chief, the The Tiger what it is — "The
Men's wear of the better quality
mobiles, which were entirely new Tiger made its first appearance South's most interesting college
newspaper."
at the. time.
during the summer, months.
Seniors, good-bye, good iuck and thank you!
• * *
George Chaplin, who is now Although most of the students
DURING the years 1908-09, O.
M. Clark.and C. F. Inman were
editors of 'the Tiger. In 1910.
when R. W. Freeman was made
editor, The Tiger installed several
innovations, including the first
pictures, a new type of slick paper, and special editions. An inANDERSON, S. C.
teresting article in a 1910 issue
of The Tiger offers i sharp contrast
to the tuition rates paid by Clemson students then and now. In
1910 a full time barracks student
paid only $61.31 at the first of
a semester and $19.13 for each
quarter thereafter. Also he was
charged $29.18 for his uniform
and a $3.00 breakage allowance.
T. R. Reid and C. L. Dunlap
were tditors in 1911 and 1912
»
respectively. The first cartoons
were used in The Tiger in 1913
when R. B. Ezell was editor. An
interesting story in the January

had come from Patrick Military
Academy in Anderson, as had
the first commandant, Lt. T. Q.
Donaldson, they were not prepared for the strict discipline they
were to receive. The first long
roll caught many of them swim
ming in the Seneca Ricer. Some
are said to have gotton back in
three minutes.
The uniform for classes was
blue jeans but a fancy dress uni
form was required for more for
mal wear. Sentinels walked post
two hours at a time between retreat and reveille. Room numbers
were painted on the outside walls
so the sentinels could locate disturbances.
Although Clemson had no band
or rifles for most of the first year,
it boasted both when, in 1894, the
entire corps traveled to Rock Hill
for the laying of the cornerstone
at Winthrop. When their route
took them through Charlotte, N.
C, the state objected go their
presence on the grounds that they
were an armed band of troops
from South Carolina.

jp. K., punks,-so now you know! ened to hang oscar. Think it over,:
Look for your name, and if you're Dan, don't do it, don't do it!
lucky it'll show.
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
that Dan "Dink" Sedberry has)
that Jack "I knew it all the time" gotten the shaft again. It looks
Barton can collect nis dollar. Anlike you'd wise up after so many
other buck well spent.
times.
Punks never win!
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
now you can call Don "Charles
that
he
(oscar)
can't get over how,
Atlas" Wade "fatty." He's just
another 98 pound weakling turn- much E. Sease, Bill Hughes and
ed hero.
Pat Wise look alike.
—OSCAR SAYS—

—OSCAR

SAYS—

—OSCAR SAYS—
the information from the fourth
it's been a hell-of-a-lot of fun, but
floor of Eighth Barracks.
the beach is calling. So, hello, sunrj
—OSCAR SAYS—
that "Lard" Collier and "Fussy" shine; goodbye, rain! Pawley's IsHartzpg, the fat twins, have been land, here we come!
seen at the square dance every
Saturday night in Lavonia. TryEAT AT
ing to work off weight, boys?
—OSCAR SAYS—

The first class graduated De- that Jimmy Wells has two "bigs" Sam's Luncheonette
116 North Main Street
cember 16, 1896, and was com- about him - big deeeal!
posed of twenty-two engineer—OSCAR SAYS—
ANDERSON, S. C.
ing and fifteen agriculture stu- congratulations to the Taps staff
dents. Diplomas were awarded for putting out the best Taps yet.
by Senator B. R. Tilman who
—OSCAR SAYS—
was largely responsible for the
NOAH'S ARK
that Herbert "the unmarried half
establishment of Clemson.
BOOK ATTIC
Varn is in a trance over his two
Compared to the thirty-seven new romances. What happened to
Booklovers Paradise
graduates in 1896, an estimated "E. G.", lover boy?
Fiction - Histotry, Etc
268 students will complete re—OSCAR BAYS—
ABBEVILLE, S. C.
quirements for degrees this semes- that "Happy Dan" DiMucci threatter. This is an increase of 101
over a year ago. Of these 268, 137
"YOUR GUIDE TO BETTER HOME FURNISHINGS"
will receive commissions in the
Army and thirty in the Air Force.
As of last February 10, 596 stu307 SOUTH MAIN STREET
dents have been graduated from
Pohne 3264 & 3265
Anderson, S. C.
Clemson. This figure represents
about a third of the total number
who have attended. Not only has
the school expanded in enrollment, but in every other way as
well. A faculty of well over 300
is now employed compared to fifteen, including the president and
commandant, in 1893.
Made to Your Measure ... Visit
Clemson alumni, and indeed the i
entire state, may be proud, and
justly so, of the progress of Clemson's past. The college has served
the state far beyond the hopes
ANDERSON, S. C.
of the founders. The future now
challenges to greater service, the
real test of an institution.

RUSTIN FURNITURE COMPANY

FOR SUITS, SLACKS AND SHIRTS
RICHARDSON TAILORING CO.

CONGRATULATIONS
TO

See HOKE SLOAN for

Sporting Goods

ON IT'S

46 th

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

DAN'S
DRIVE-IN

NOTICE!

We are now open and serving

the best in sandwiches, ice

WE WILL BEGIN BUYING

ANNIVERSARY
JEWELRY
STATIONERY
PENNANTS

creafn, cold drinks, and coffee

OPEN UNTIL 2 A. M. EVERY
NIGHT FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE SEMESTER

Towle, Reed and
Barton Sterling'
and
Many Other Nationally
Advertised Quality
Lines

McLEES BROS.
JEWELERS
Anderson, S. C.
Phone 406

Seneca, S. C.

Clemson Book
' Store
CLEMSON, S. C.

Phone 740

A

NOVELTIES
FOUNTAIN PENS
TOILET ARTICLES
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES

USED BOOKS MONDAY,
JUNE 1ST

•

that's o. k., Don honey, you have that if you think you had * lazy^
to be big to survive, living with
"rat", you're wrong. Oscar had the
those two apes.
tops
- John "Once a week' Seid—OSCAR SAYS—
emstricker.
thanks to Dannie Mac "C" for all

L. C. Martin Drug do.
Phone 6661

Clemson, South Carolina

\,

